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The Strawberry Line (East) group is pleased to announce that it will shortly take over maintenance of the 
Dulcote path.   
 
County highways inform us that the poor condition of this popular path (the subject of many letters to Wells 
Journal) is a casualty of funding reductions preventing them from carrying out regular maintenance work in 
the future.  Consequently arrangements have been made with highways that the Strawberry Line group, in 
partnership with Sustrans, will organise local volunteers to help clear the path and restore it to its original 
width of 3.2m.  This partnership with Sustrans ensure the work is properly supervised by trained volunteers, 
is covered by their public liability insurance and follows their risk assessment model rules. 
 
Strategically, the Dulcote path is an important traffic-free route.  It forms part of Sustrans NCN3 route 
connecting Bristol to Cornwall, provides an important leisure facility for those living locally, and would be 
part of a proposed route from Wells to Dinder and Croscombe.  It will also form part of an extended 
Strawberry Line connecting Clevedon to Shepton Mallet, where the former railway line is identified in the 
Local Plan as being 'Safeguarded as a Corridor for Sustainable Transport'. 
 
A further aspiration of the group is to see the creation of a 'Somerset Circle' – an 85 mile circular tourist 
route complimenting Devon's 30 mile Tarka Trail, and Cornwall's 18 mile Camel Trail, boosting the local 
economy for this part of Somerset.  A large part of the 'Somerset Circle' is already open to the public but 
vital missing links are in the Mendip area.  The path when complete will connect the centres of Bristol, 
Clevedon, Yatton, Cheddar, Wells, Shepton Mallet, Radstock, Bath and Bristol.  The Dulcote Path plays an 
important role for this visionary scheme. 
 
Earlier this month the group, with Sustrans, had a fact finding walk along the path and found it quickly 
deteriorated once entering the cutting from the Wells end (just past Morrisons Store).  Within the canopy of 
the trees an accumulation of rotting vegetation (mainly from overhanging trees) had build up a thick layer of 
decomposing matter which, over the years, had created a slippery, muddy surface.  And on leaving the cover 
of the trees, the path was greatly reduced in width due to brambles, nettles and encroaching grass.  All of this 
needs cutting back to reveal its original 3.2m width. 
 
Pictures below show the path (before and after highways trimmed it back) at the Dulcote end.  A map of the 
'Somerset Circle' is attached. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Work on the path is likely to start in September, but further details will be posted on the Strawberry Line 
website and social media.   
 
End. 


